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Moments Connected in the Customer Journey
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LIFE EVENT
POWERED BY THE

customer experience platform



Move your organization in the right direction for Customer Experience
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CUSTOMERS’ CX MATURITY CURVE

Consistent Defined DifferentiatedRandom

CX same level with 
each channel

Cross channel 
experience using 
Analytics to drive 

CX strategy

Full Omni-Channel 
& managing 

customer journeys
No consistency in CX
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V 2.0.0



Power the moments connected

Omnichannel
in the new CX

Deliver
in your organization

Intelligently 
Human

Employee 
Experience



fluid                   seamless                 unconstrained

wake up         drive to work       work some       work some more  drive back home dinner             relax            sleep

A day in the life.  Your life.

fluid              seamless           unconstrained



A New Way of Communicating
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Bots Will Not Be a Replacement for Humans



Chatbot Vendors
Typically focusing on “front-end” chat by 

providing knowledge and deflection capabilities. 
Poor integration with agents and the needs of a 

customer experience platform.

Where Genesys Fits

Genesys
Built for customer experience using 

technology that is tailored to understanding 
customers, their journeys and behaviors, 
dialog models, and the needs of human 
agents. We are creating A.I. specifically 

focused on CX. 

General Purpose
This category includes the likes of 

Watson and Einstein, powerful 
general purpose tools for general 
purpose problems. They focus on 
conversation/intent but typically 

require a lot of specialty services to 
setup and maintain the experience.

A.I. Differentiating with the human touch

What are we doing differently?



Personalization Using 
Omnichannel Data

Silicon Agents + Human Agents

Seamless Integration Between 
Voice & Digital Channels

Provides a Framework for Current 
& Future Automation Needs

What Makes the Genesys Offer Unique



MEET KATE

◦ I am a powerful collection of current and future 
automation and artificial intelligence capabilities across 
the Genesys CX platform.

◦ I am the Genesys intelligent assistant capable of solving 
customer problems and helping staff deliver a better 
experience when person-to-person conversations are 
needed : this is Blended A.I. by Genesys.

◦ I am made up of bots, adaptive learning, automated 
services and guided experiences for the purpose of 
augmenting human assistance.

◦ I am a friend to other bot and A.I. technologies
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